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FOREWORD 
Applied mathematics and computations play the most predominant role in all scientific research. 
While mathematicians analyze a model the truths of their studies are often verified through 
computations. Partial differential equations (PDEs) arise in a vast majority of models in all 
branches of science and engineering. Thus both theoretical nd computational studies of PDEs are 
essential to enhance the progress of science and enrich the intellectual nd economic status of the 
society. 
Advances in Partial Differential Equations is the only international journal series which focuses 
exclusively on a broad spectra of studies on all aspects of PDEs. It blends harmoniously both 
computational nd theoretical nalysis of PDEs and their applications, manifesting thereby the 
state-of-the-art in this area emanating from many scientific disciplines. 
I welcome only high quality research articles from the international scientific ommunity to be 
published in this issue. Articles dealing with minor modifications of some past results do not fall 
in this category. However, review articles are welcome. Also short research anouncements are 
welcome. Since properties of linear models are generally well-known, most emphasis will be given 
on articles dealing with nonlinear PDEs with regard to publication. 
This is an annual Special Issue. Articles should be submitted to me by 31st of December each 
year. All articles will be refereed. Final decisions with regard to acceptance for publication of these 
articles will be made by 31st of May each year. 
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